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User certificates in SWITCHpki 

•! recurring topic since the days of the AAI-TF-CA (2003) 
•! the SwissSign-hosted “SWITCH CA” also had a 

“SWITCH Personal CA” subordinate 
–!issuance of user certs limited to RA operators and Grid users 
–!SwissSign G1 root certificates not preinstalled in operating systems, 

browsers etc. 

•!a survey at the 2nd RA Operator meeting (April 2007) 
showed only very modest demand for / interest in user 
certificates 

–!based on these results, SWITCH decided to not extend its 
PKI offering at that time 

•!but… what about the situation in 2010? 
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2010-04-26: Trust/Link Enterprise is born 
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How does it look like? Part 1 

•!From the user’s point of view: starts with an e-mail 
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User certificate enrollment 

•!always triggered by an “invitation”, which is initiated by a 
Trust/Link administrator (i.e., no unsolicited user requests) 
•!key generation options: 

–!browser based (Firefox, MSIE on Windows, Safari on OS X) 
–!supply CSR to Trust/Link admin 

•!modification of certificate details by the user himself is 
possible/configurable, but requires an additional approval 
from a Trust/Link administrator before issuance 
•! four standard flavors available (with different keyUsage / 

extendedKeyUsage extensions): Signing and Encryption, 
Signing, Encryption, Authentication 
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How does it look like? Part 2 
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Fitting user certificates into SWITCHpki 

•!no decisions have been taken yet, your opinion wanted 
•! for RA retail customers, SWITCH RA operators would 

create invitations 
•!RA Bulk customers would manage user certs themselves 
•!you get user certificates with a fully vetted organization 

name (and no bogus attributes like OU=Persona Not 
Validated etc.), but TANSTAAFL: 

–!also requires full vetting of the user’s identity: high-quality copies 
of unexpired government-issued ID or passport are prerequisite 

–!RA Bulk customers must maintain the document archive 
themselves 

–!neither SWITCH nor QuoVadis will provide support to the 
(certificate) end users, this job is left to you… 
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QuoVadis CP/CPS, V4.7 
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QuoVadis CA hierarchy for user certs 
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QuoVadis Root 
Certification Authority 

2048 bits, 2001–2021 

QV Schweiz ICA 
2048 bits, 2006–2016 

QuoVadis user certificates (3y), 
issued before mid-2010 

QuoVadis 
Swiss Advanced CA 

4096 bits, 2010–2020 

QuoVadis user certificates, 
issued after mid-2010 

QuoVadis Grid ICA 
2048 bits, 2009–2019 

QuoVadis Grid user and 
server certificates (1y) 
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User certs from SWITCHpki: target audience 

•! SWITCH does not want to compete with existing players in the market 
for low-assurance user certs 

–! for people interested in getting familiar with mail signing or encryption, “free” (i.e., 
zero-cost) certificates are already available from a couple of CAs 

–! if the e-mail address is the only piece in the cert which is “somehow” validated, then 
that’s often of limited value (security@uni-xyz.ch … would you trust a message from 
this sender, if your mail client shows a proper pen icon?) 

•! if you need up to a few dozen user certificates per year (for your 
employees and/or some selected students), then Trust/Link is an 
elegant solution 

•! if you consider handing out several hundred / thousands of user certs, 
then root signing is probably a more attractive path 
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Caveat emptor 

•!Encryption considered harmful: if you provide your users 
with certificates for e-mail encryption, don’t forget 

–!to think about escrowing (nice to have? mandatory?) 
–!to educate your users in crypto basics (signing vs. encrypting, 

examining certificate properties, key management etc.) 
–!to consider rules for archiving unencrypted copies 
–!to think about worst-case consequences (e.g. decryption key is 

irretrievably lost) 
–!to look into alternatives to message-level encryption 

•! if you know what you are doing: go ahead! 
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When interested in things like this… 
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[OR/CO Art. 14] 
… then listen to the next talk (and get familiar with the SuisseID) 


